Abstract This paper studies the relation between a given nondeterministic discrete decision process (ndddp) and a nondeterministic sequential decision process (nd-sdp), which is a finite nondeterministic automaton with a cost function, and its subclasses (nd-msdp, nd-pmsdp, nd-smsdp). We show super-strong representation theorems for nd-sdp and its subclasses, for which the functional equations of nondeterministic dynamic programming are obtainable. The super-strong representation theorems provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the nd-sdp and its subclasses with the same set of feasible policies and the same cost value for every feasible policy as the given process nd-ddp.
Introduction
By using automata theory, Karp and Held [4] and Ibaraki [1] derived the relation between a given discrete decision process (ddp) and sequential decision process (sdp), and its subclasses, namely monotone sdp (msdp) and strictly monotone sdp (smsdp). For the process msdp, the functional equations of regular dynamic programming are obtainable. Ibaraki [1] also proved the relation between ddp and subclasses of msdp's for which simpler solution methods are available; in particular, he defined a sequential decision process named positively msdp, shortly, pmsdp. The process pmsdp is important because the Dijkstra's algorithm can be applied to the process. Moreover, Ibaraki [2] introduced a nondeterministic sdp (nd-sdp) and its subclasses, and investigated properties of the sets accepted by nd-sdp and its subclasses, where nondeterministic finite automaton M in nd-sdp accepts input string x if x sends M into one of the final states and the resulting costh is not greater than a given threshold θ.
Further, Maruyama [6, 7] defined a bitone sequential decision process (bsdp) and subclasses (strictly bitone sdp (sbsdp) and loop-free bitone sdp (lbsdp) ) of bsdp's. The bsdp admits a system of functional equations in bynamic programming proposed by Iwamoto [3] and contains the class of msdp's as a special case. In [8] , he has also introduced an associative sequential decision process (assdp) whose objective function is defined through associative binary operations; the process assdp is a subclass of bsdp, which has the simplest structure of all bsdp. By using automata theory, he also made clear the relation between a given ddp and the process assdp.
In this paper, we will consider a different nd-sdp and its subclasses from those in Ibaraki [2] , which correspond to nd-msdp, nd-pmsdp, nd-smsdp; but objective functions in this paper are of min-Max type. We will show super-strong representation theorems for the processes, which are necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the nd-sdp and its subclasses, that is, nd-msdp, nd-smsdp, nd-pmsdp with the same set of feasible policies and the same cost value for every feasible policy as the given process nd-ddp. In Section 2, the process nd-sdp and its subclasses are defined. In Section 3, we will prove a super-strong representation theorem for the nd-sdp on which super-strong representation theorems for its subclasses are based. Further, nondeterministic shortest path problem will be considered as a concrete example of nd-sdp. In Section 4, super-strong representation theorems for nd-msdp and nd-pmsdp will be shown by using some partial ordering and a directed graph. An egg-dropping problem will be discussed as an example of nd-pmsdp. In Section 5, we will give super-strong representation theorem for nd-smsdp and nondeterministic assdp.
Definitions
A nondeterministic discrete decision process (nd-ddp) Υ min is defined by a system (Σ, 
a cost function, i.e., h(ξ, q, r, a) is the cost value at r after the state transition q → r by taking policy a for (q, r, a) ∈ ST and cost ξ at q; R 1 ∋ ξ 0 : initial cost of initial state q 0 ;h q 0 ;µ (ϵ) = ξ q 0 , µ denotes the path of length 0,
where, π(σ) :the final state of path σ, and
the set of sequence of states generated by x = a 1 a 2 · · · a k applied to q 0 ; h q 0 : Σ * → R 1 ∪ {∞} : the cost function which is minimized:
We denote by F (M ) the set of strings accepted by the nd-fa M , namely,
Further, the set of all feasible policies of Π min is denoted by F (Π min )(= F (M )).
Next, let us introduce subclasses of nd-sdp. Let Π min be an nd-sdp. If h satisfies the monotonicity condition:
(iv) the binary operation satisfies the commutative law, that is,
(v) the binary operation satisfies the strict monotonicity, that is,
Example 2.1 (additive process).
Let Π min be an nd-assdp and let
Then we have
These are the recursive functional equations of nondeterministic dynamic programming (see [5] ).
Let us consider an nd-ddp: Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min), f (x) = MaxfĀ (x) (x) and an nd-sdp: Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min). Then Π min super-strongly represents Υ min if
Next, Π min strongly represents Υ min if
hold. Finally, Π min weakly represents Υ min if
hold. It is noted that (nd-sdp) Π min strongly represents Υ min if it super-strongly represents Υ min . Further, it weakly represents Υ min , if it strongly represents Υ min .
Super-strong Representation of an nd-ddp by an nd-sdp
Firstly, define some equivalence relations, which play an important role in super-strong representation theorems. For a given nd-ddp Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min),
Definition 3.1 (equivalence relations). For a given nd-ddp Υ min , let us define the equivalence relations on Σ * × I * as follows:
. Then Λ(SĀ) stands for all the right invariant equivalence relations which refine SĀ. In particular, Λ(Σ * A ) is the set of right invariant equivalence relations. We note thatR
Then the following lemma will be used in deriving super-strong representation. Lemma 3.1 (implementation of h ′ by nd-sdp). For a given x ∈ Σ * , let A(x) be the set of sequences of index defined in Υ min . For each x and each i ∈ A(x), h
Then there exists an nd-sdp Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min) satisfying that
where, Σ *
, and let M = (Q, Σ, q 0 , ST, Q F ) be defined as follows: 
Next, for ξ ∈ R 1 , q ∈ Q, r ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ, define a function h as follows:
Then h is well-defined, since, if there exists some (y,
From this lemma, we have the next super-strong representation theorem by nd-sdp. Theorem 3.1 (super-strong representation of nd-sdp). For a given nd-ddp Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min), there exists an nd-sdp Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min) which super-strongly represents Υ min if and only if there existsT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) satisfying that
Proof. Necessity. Let an nd-sdp Π min super-strongly represent nd-ddp Υ min .
Sufficiency. Let M = (Q, Σ, q 0 , ST, Q F ) be defined by the same way as in Lemma 3.1, where
the set-valued function as follows:
(
which is possible since it follows from the condition (3.4) that
Next, defineR h ′ by the same way as in Lemma 3.1. Then, from the condition (2), we havê
. From Lemma 3.1, there exists an nd-sdp Π min such thath
So, from the condition (1), it follows that
that is, Π min super strongly represents Υ min . Example 3.1 (nondeterministic shortest path problem). Let us consider an nondeterministic associative shortest path problem. Firstly, this problem can be formulated as a nondeterministic discrete decision process as follows (see Figure 1 ):
. . , l k denotes the scenarios, 1, 2, 3; for example, scenario 1: heavy traffic, scenario 2: ordinary traffic, scenario 3: light traffic, respectively, and each index i = [j, l] means that one meets to a scenario i after taking policy j. According to the scenarios, 1, 2, 3, arc lengths, t For this problem, define an equivalent relationT by
Further, since the assumption (3.4) in Theorem 3.1 is satisfied, Υ min is super-strongly represented by nd-sdp
that is, Π min super-strongly represents Υ min . It is noted that this Π min is also nd-assdp.
Super-strong Representation of an nd-ddp by an nd-msdp and nd-pmsdp
The following lemma will be used in deriving super-strong representation theorem by ndmsdp and nd-pmsdp. 
Proof. Necessity. Let an nd-msdp Π min satisfy the equation (3.1). Put Q = I, Y (q 0 , x) = A(x) ∀x ∈ Σ * and defineT by (3.2) in Lemma 3.1. ThenT ∈ Λ F (SĀ), and it follows from the monotonicity of h and (3.1) that
Then we have (4.1).
Sufficiency. The condition (4.1) implies thatT
is defined by the same way as in Lemma 3.1, since
and h be defined in the same way as in the proof of the sufficiency of Lemma 3. q, r, a) . For the case that there exists no
Consequently, the resulting Π min is an nd-msdp. 
Proposition 4.1. The partial ordering relation ⪯ Υ f i is right invariant, and the following relation holds:
From Lemma 4.1, the following super-strong representation theorem for nd-msdp is derived.
Theorem 4.1 (super-strong representation of nd-msdp). For a given nd-ddp Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min), there exists an nd-msdp Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min) which super-strongly represents Υ min if and only if there existsT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) satisfying the following two conditions:
Proof. Necessity. Let an nd-msdp Π min super-strongly represent nd-ddp Υ min . Put Q = I, Y (q 0 , x) = A(x) ∀x ∈ Σ * and Q F = A F , and defineT by the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. ThenT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) and satisfy the condition (i) by Theorem 3.1. Furthermore,
Sinceh q 0 ;δx (x) ≤h q 0 ;δy (y) orh q 0 ;δy (y) ≤h q 0 ;δx (x) holds for each (x, δ x ), (y, δ y ) ∈ Σ * A /T , so, we have the condition (ii).
Sufficiency. Let M = (Q, Σ, q 0 , ST, Q F ) be defined by the same way as in the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.1. Then we have
, which is possible since ⪯ Υ f i is a total ordering on each C i /R Υ f i by Proposition 4.1 and condition (ii), where C i ∈ Σ * A /T , and
A . Then, from the condition (2), we obtain
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, there exists an nd-msdp Π min such thath
A . So, it follows from the condition (1) that
that is, nd-msdp Π min super strongly represents Υ min .
In order to derive a super-strong representation by nd-pmsdp, let us introduce a directed graphΓ γ;T for nd-ddp andT ∈ Λ F (SĀ). Denote the set of equivalence classes ofR Υ f i ∧T byŶ = Σ * A /R Υ f i ∧T . Then, based onŶ , a directed graphΓ γ;T is defined as follows: (1)Ŷ ∋Â i : a node inΓ Υm;T ; (2) (Â i ,Â j ) : an arc inΓ γ;T which has the following three types:
(a) arc of type A:
A cycle inΓ γ;T is inconsisitent if it includes an arc of type A.
Theorem 4.2 (super-strong representation of nd-pmsdp). An nd-ddp Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min)
is super-strongly representable by a nd-pmsdp Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min) if and only if inf{f (x) | x ∈ S} > −∞ and there existsT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) satisfying the following three conditions:
(iii) graphΓ γ;T contains no inconsistent cycle.
Proof. Necessity. Let an nd-pmsdp Π min super-strongly represent nd-ddp Υ min . Put Q = I, Y (q 0 , x) = A(x) ∀x ∈ Σ * and Q F = A F , and defineT by (3.2) in Lemma 3.1. ThenT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) and satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) since it is nd-msdp by Theorem 4.1. Furthermore, from the condition, h(ξ, q, r, a) ≥ ξ for ∀ξ, ∀(q, r, a) ∈ ST , we haveh q 0 ;δx (x) ≥ · · · ≥h q 0 ;µr 1 
Next, in order to prove the condition (iii), let
be an inconsistent cycle in the graphΓ γ;T . Without loss of generality, we can assume that (Â i 1 ,Â i 2 ) is of type A. For a directed arc of type A, it holds that
In the same way, we can show that for an arc (
, and for an arc (Â i 1 ,Â i 2 ) of type C, ∀(x, δ x ), ∃(y, δ y ) = (xa, δ x r) such thath q 0 ;δx (x) ≤h q 0 ;δxr (xa) =h q 0 ;δy (y). Consequently, for the inconsisitent cycle β, it is possible to select ( 
It can be shown in the same way as in Theorem 12.5 of Ibaraki [1] that the above γ exists. Next define the function h Then the function h ′ ix (x) satisfies the following:
From the properties, (a), (b), and (c), we can show (1) and (2) in the same way as in Theorem 12.5 of Ibaraki [2] . The last statement is proved as follows. Let (x, i x ) ∈Â i ∈ K p , (xy, i x i y ) ∈Â j ∈K q . Then, since there exists an directed arc of type C fromÂ i toÂ j , it holds thatK p ≪K q . So, from the the property (b), h (2) and Lemma 4.1, we obtain that there exists an nd-msdp Π min such that
Finally, from (3) it concludes that the nd-msdp Π min is a nd-pmsdp, since
Example 4.1 (egg dropping problem). Suppose that we wish to know which windows in a k-story building are safe to drop eggs from, and which will cause the eggs to break on landing. Suppose m eggs are available. What is the least number of eggs-droppings that is guaranteed to work in all cases ? Let us assume that we can reuse an unbroken egg and can not use the broken eggs. Further, assume that we can not decide the minimum story and the least number of eggs-droppings if we can not find the minimum story although we have egg. First, this problem can be formulated by the following nd-ddp Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min); Σ = {1, 2, . . . , k} ∋ j : next drop an egg from j story, Σ * ∋ x = 23 : sequence of stories from which we drop eggs, {1, 2, . . . , k}), i 1 = ([m 1 ], {i, · · · , l}) 
In case of 2 eggs and , 3-story building, see the Figure 2 .
Figure 2: Egg-dropping problem formulated as nd-ddp
Then,T ∈ Λ F (SĀ) and this equivalent relationT satisfies the condition of Theorem 4.2. Consequently, Υ min is super-strongly represented by the following positively nd-msdp (see Figure 3 and Figure 4) :
It holds thath 
Super-strong Representation of an nd-ddp by an nd-smsdp
The following lemma will be used in deriving super-strong representation theorem by ndsmsdp.
Lemma 5.1 (implementation of h ′ by nd-smsdp). Let A(x), h
′ i (x) andR h ′ be defined as in Lemma 3.1. Then there exists an nd-smsdp Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min) satisfying the equation (3.1), if and only if there existsT ∈ Λ F (Σ * A ) satisfying the following two conditions:
Proof. Necessity. Let an nd-smsdp Π min satisfy the equation (3.1). Put Q = I, Y (q 0 , x) = A(x) ∀x ∈ Σ * and defineT on Σ * A in the same way as in Lemma 3.1. Then we havê T ∈ Λ F (Σ * A ), and it follows from (3.1) that
Further, from the strict monotonicity of h, we have q, r, a) .
For the case that there exists no
Consequently, the resulting Π min is an nd-smsdp. 
Proposition 5.1. The partial ordering relation ⊑ Υ f i is right invariant, and the following relation holds:
From the Lemma 5.1, we obtain the following super-strong representation theorem for nd-smsdp: Theorem 5.1 (super-strong representation of nd-smsdp). For a given nd-ddp Υ min = (Σ, S, f, min), there exists an nd-smsdp Π min = (M, h, ξ 0 , min) which super-strongly represents Υ min if and only if there existsT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) satisfying the following two conditions:
Proof. Necessity. Let an nd-smsdp Π min super-strongly represent nd-ddp Υ min andT be defined by the same way as in Lemma 3.1. ThenT ∈ Λ F (SĀ) and satisfy the condition (i) by Theorem 3.1. Furthermore,
Sinceh q 0 ;δx (x) ≤h q 0 ;δy (y) orh q 0 ;δy (y) ≤h q 0 ;δx (x) holds for each (x, δ x ), (y, δ y ) ∈ Σ * A /T , so, we obtain the condition (ii).
Sufficiency. Let M = (Q, Σ, q 0 , ST, Q F ) be defined by the same way as in the proof of the sufficiency of Lemma 3.1. Then we have
Further, define the function h
, which is possible since ⊑ Υ f i is a total ordering on each C i /R Υ f i by Proposition 5.1 and condition (ii), where C i ∈ Σ * A /T , and
, where C i ⊂ SĀ ; hence (1) does not contradict to (2) and (3).
From the condition (2), we obtain
) .
From (3) and Proposition 5.1, it follows that
Therefore, by Lemma 5.1, we obtain that there exists an nd-smsdp Π min satisfying that (3.1). So, from the condition (1), it follows that
that is, nd-smsdp Π min super strongly represents Υ min .
Definition 5.2 (equivalence relation
on SĀ as the following:
It is noted that if Υ min is an nd-ddp, then D
• Υ f i ∈ Λ(SĀ). By using this equivalence relation, we can derive the following super-strong representation theorem by nd-assdp: Then from the condition (2) we have
In the same way, we can prove that (5.2) holds for the case, (xa, i x i a ), (ya, i y i a ) ̸ ∈Ŵ .
